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Numerical simulations are performed to study the effect of back pressure disturbances on

a shock train. The basic problem consists of a shock train within a constant-area channel with

a " = 2 inflow and a back pressure applied to the outlet. By subjecting the shock train to

different fixed back pressures, it is shown that the shock train length varies linearly with back

pressure, while the shock spacing is conserved. Through back pressure step forcing it is shown

that the response of the shocks, after an initial lag, is largely determined by the magnitude of

the step change. Step increases in back pressure cause upstream shock movements with higher

shock pressures. The opposite response occurs with back pressure decreases. With sinusoidal

back pressure forcing the shock train oscillates at the applied forcing frequency. The forcing

propagates disturbances upstream and therefore there is a noticeable forcing-response lag.

Higher frequency disturbances are filtered as they travel upstream through the shock train

while lower frequencies induce larger shock oscillations and produce upstream offsets in the

shock positions. Further examination of the flow reveals a region of low frequency motion

below the leading shock which becomes strongly amplified by the lowest back pressure forcing

frequency.

Nomenclature
(All variables are non-dimensional)

� = Sutherland constant

�) = TENO cut-off parameter

� = Energy

5 = Frequency

ℎ = Channel half-height

;G , ;H , ;I = Domain lengths

" = Mach number
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#G = Grid size

? = Pressure

?1 = Back pressure

%A = Prandtl number

@ = Heat flux

'4 = Reynolds number

(Cℎ = Strouhal number (based on half-height)

C = Time

) = Temperature

)0 = Period of oscillation

D = Velocity

G, H, I = Coordinates

W = Specific heat ratio

X99 = Boundary layer thickness

X∗ = Displacement thickness

ΔG+, ΔH+, ΔI+ = Viscous grid spacing

\ = Momentum thickness

` = Dynamic viscosity

b = Density scale factor

d = Density

g = Viscous stress tensor

Subscripts

0 = Condition at back pressure change

1 = Condition at inlet

2 = Condition at shock train leading edge

3 = Condition at leading shock wave

4 = Condition at second shock wave

8, 9 , : = Indices

;06 = Condition after back pressure lag

A = Dimensional reference value

F = Condition at wall

E3 = Relating to the van Driest profile
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I. Introduction

Shock trains are systems of linked shock wave/boundary layer interactions (SBLIs) which commonly occur in

supersonic ducted flows [1]. From classical gas dynamics, a normal shock is created when a strong back pressure

is applied to supersonic channel flow. However, given sufficient confinement ratio (boundary layer thickness divided by

duct half-height: X99/ℎ) and a sufficiently high Mach number (typically " > 1.5), the subsonic flow downstream of

the shock is reaccelerated and an additional shock forms further downstream in order to satisfy the imposed pressure

conditions. One particular type of shock train involves a series of normal or oblique shock waves in constant area ducts

where the shocks form in response to an imposed back pressure [2–4]. This type of flow is typical of the isolator section

of scramjet engines where the flow is compressed ahead of the combustor.

Within the shock train there are distinct supersonic and subsonic layers. The supersonic layer is characterized by

repeated accelerations and decelerations through shocks and expansions, while the subsonic layer is a highly turbulent

region of flow with considerable mixing and viscous interaction. This difference is most stark when comparing the

pressure measurements at the centerline, where the pressure change is highly oscillatory, and at the wall, where there is

a gradual pressure rise. Typically, at the end of the shock train the subsonic layer reaches the duct centerline such that

the entire cross section of the channel becomes subsonic.

The main governing parameters affecting the behavior and structure of shock trains are generally considered to be

the upstream Mach number ("1), the confinement ratio (X99/ℎ), and the exit/inlet pressure ratio (?1/?1). The Mach

number strongly affects the SBLI structure and higher Mach numbers ("1 > 2) are more commonly associated with the

dominance of oblique shocks over normal shocks [5, 6]. Additionally, higher Mach number shock trains often exhibit

more unsteady behavior, where the system has as a tendency to drift upstream towards the inlet [5]. In general, higher

Mach numbers produce longer shock trains with wider spacing between the shocks due to the shallower Mach and shock

angles [3, 7].

The confinement ratio quantifies the effect of the boundary layer and has a noticeable influence on the length of

the shock train as well as the distance between shocks. With the use of schlieren photographs Carroll & Dutton [5, 8]

were able to show that the overall length of the interaction scaled with the confinement ratio, with more boundary-layer

dominated flows exhibiting a higher number of weaker shocks. A more recent study by Fiévet et al. [2], performed

using direct numerical simulations on a similar layout at " = 2, confirmed these findings while also demonstrating the

upstream displacement of the entire shock structure at increased levels of confinement.

When considering the shock train to be a physical response to a prescribed pressure condition, it is intuitive that a

larger ratio between exit and inlet pressure should produce a more significant shock train response. The shock train

length varies positively with back pressure, assuming that other variables can be kept constant, and the streamwise

distribution of pressure at the wall is largely independent of the actual back pressure imposed, provided that the

distribution is normalized by the location of the initial pressure rise [9].
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Although Reynolds number (generally taken as '4\ ahead of the shock train) also affects the structure of the shock

train, the influence is known to be very weak. It is estimated that in circular and rectangular ducts, the shock train length

only scales with '41/4 [1, 10] meaning that with an order of magnitude increase in Reynolds number one would only

expect the shock train length to increase (relative to the duct height) by around 80%. By exploiting this weak scaling,

researchers have been able to successfully reproduce wind tunnel experiments with numerical simulations at much

lower (and therefore computationally affordable) Reynolds numbers [4, 11].

The bulk of shock train research is concerned with their static behavior i.e. studying instantaneous or time-averaged

flow fields. However, due to the real world applications of shock trains (for example, in an isolator between a

compression inlet and a combustor), the flow cannot be considered to merely exist in a steady state and so understanding

time-dependent effects is important. A time-dependent back pressure can be used to study the impact of downstream

combustion cycles on an isolator shock train. Applying a sinusoidal pressure function at the exit (by means of a

numerical boundary condition or a hydraulic device) will cause the shock train to oscillate at the applied frequency in the

streamwise direction. The oscillation pattern is that of an imperfect sinusoid, with an observed bias towards upstream

movement both in terms of the response speed and the oscillation amplitude, with lower frequencies producing larger

oscillation amplitudes [12]. Additionally, there appears to be an asymmetry of the shock position between upstream and

downstream motion [13].

Most of the current research on back pressure forcing is concerned with a fairly narrow band of low frequencies -

between 0.5 and 20Hz corresponding to Strouhal numbers based on duct half width ((Cℎ) of the order 10−5 to 10−3.

At this frequency range the shock train moves as a quasi-rigid body since the time delay between the head and tail

of the shock train is negligible [14]. A study by Jiao at al. [15] has considered the effects higher frequency forcing

in the range 50-1000Hz ((Cℎ ∼ 10−3-10−2) where this time delay becomes non-negligible. Here the highest shock

oscillation amplitude was found at 200Hz and the smallest at 1000Hz. It was noted that the peak oscillation occurring at

an intermediate frequency suggested the presence of an excitation effect within the shock train.

In addition to back pressure forcing, there has also been a consideration of inflow perturbations by Fiévet et al. [2].

As part of this study, the inflow boundary layer thickness was varied over time as a sinusoidal function at a range of

frequencies between 20 and 1000Hz. The variations in inflow pressure caused an oscillation in the shock train position.

At particularly high frequencies the shock train acted as a low-pass filter and the size of the oscillations was small.

Lower frequencies were generally responsible for larger oscillations although the peak occurred at around 93Hz due to

an observed resonance-like effect (similar to that seen in [15]).

A common focus of research on incident-reflected SBLI flows is the analysis of the frequency space and the unsteady

behavior of the shock structure. Spatial distributions of wall pressure power spectral density (PSD) provide useful

insights into the unsteady behavior. It is well understood that a typical SBLI system is responsible for a broadband

increase in fluctuation intensity. Additionally, there is a significant peak in low frequency motion corresponding to
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location of the shock foot - this is observed both in simulations [16] and wind tunnel experiments [17]. This unsteadiness

occurs at a frequency of the order 0.01D1/X99 which is several orders of magnitude below the characteristic frequency

of the inflow boundary layer. It was shown in [18] that the low frequency motion arises locally in the vicinity of the

shock-induced separation, where the coupled shock-boundary-layer system acts as a low pass filter, requiring only

the presence of broadband noise, whether from upstream or downstream. Similar frequency analysis has also been

performed on shock trains, although the extent of the research is much more limited. Roussel [11] performed a spectral

analysis of a Mach 1.6 shock train finding a peak of low frequency motion at the leading shock wave similar to that of

canonical SBLIs (at a Strouhal number of around (C! = 0.03). This has also been observed by Xiong et al. [19] where

the observed frequency was independent of a number of flow conditions (back pressure, duct geometry). These results

suggest that the same physical mechanism of low frequency unsteadiness occurs in both oblique SBLIs and shock trains.

Of particular interest in the present contribution is the response to downstream forcing, superimposed on the broadband

disturbances already present in the turbulent boundary layer.

This work is focused on the shock train back pressure effects and particularly on high frequency sinusoidal forcing.

A full account of the numerical arrangement, as well as validation of the grid and scheme sensitivity, us given in section

II. In section III we consider the effect of fixed back pressures as well as the shock response to step forcing. Finally,

simulation results of sinusoidal back pressure forcing and a discussion of the frequency effects are given in section IV.

II. Numerical Methodology and Validation

A. Methodology

All of the simulations in the current work are solved using a direct implementation of the compressible, dimensionless

Navier-Stokes equations which are described in tensor notation by

md

mC
+
mdD 9

mG 9
= 0, (1)

mdD8

mC
+
m (dD8D 9 + ?X8 9 )

mG 9
−
mg8 9

mG 9
= 0, (2)

md�

mC
+
m (d� + ?)D 9

mG 9
−
m@ 9

mG 9
−
mg8 9D8

mG 9
= 0, (3)

where d, ) and � are respectively density, temperature and energy, and D8 are the velocity components. The pressure

(?), the viscous stress tensor (g8 9 ) and heat flux (@8) are given by

? = (W − 1) (d� − 1
2
dD 9D 9 ), (4)
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g8 9 =
`

'4

( mD8
mG 9
+
mD 9

mG8
− 2

3
X8 9
mD:

mG:

)
, (5)

@ 9 =
m)

mG 9

( `

(W − 1)"2%A'4

)
, (6)

where '4 is the Reynolds number, %A is the Prandtl number, " is the freestream Mach number, W is the heat capacity

ratio and ` is the viscosity, defined by Sutherland’s law

` = )3/2 1 + �
) + � , (7)

with � denoting the Sutherland constant, obtained by

� =
)B

)A
. (8)

Here )B is the Sutherland temperature (110.4K) and )A is the reference temperature (288.0K). Finally, pressure, density

and temperature are related by the dimensionless ideal gas law:

? =
d)

W"2 . (9)

In the current implementation, velocity, density, temperature and viscosity are non-dimensionalized by the freestream

quantities (DA , dA , )A ), with pressure non-dimensionalized by dAD2
A . All distances are non-dimensionalized by the

displacement thickness of the van Driest-transformed inflow profile, X∗
E3
. All of the simulations model air with W = 1.4

and %A = 0.72.

The governing equations are solved using OpenSBLI, an explicit, finite difference solver used for compressible

turbulence problems [20, 21]. Shock capturing is applied to the Euler terms of the simulations with a 6-th order TENO

scheme [22]. This scheme has good stability for shock wave problems and performs well with turbulence problems - for

example, Lusher and Sandham [23] found very good agreement between the 6-th order TENO and 4-th order central

schemes when simulating the Taylor-Green vortex problem.

The finite difference stencil reconstruction of the TENO scheme is composed a locally-determined combination of

symmetrical and asymmetrical candidate stencils. Stencils which have to bridge across large discontinuities are not

included in the final sum and thus the impact of spurious oscillations is minimized. The cut-off parameter (�) ) of the

scheme determines the threshold for which stencils are included in the final combination. A lower �) value means that

larger flow discontinuities will be tolerated and thus the scheme will be less numerically stable, with the corollary being

that the artificial dissipation of the problem will be lower. For static shock problems we use the recommended value of
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�) = 10−6 while for moving shock problems a more stable value of �) = 10−5 is used. The effect of this parameter on

a shock train configuration is given in section II.C. A 4-th order central scheme is used for the heat flux and stress terms

and the time advancement is performed with a low-storage RK3 scheme [24].

An outline of the general flow configuration can be seen in fig 1. The arrangement consists of a long channel

bounded above and below by solid surfaces and open at either side. Flow at "1 = 2 enters from the inlet with turbulent

boundary layers forming on the top and bottom walls. A back pressure is applied via a sponge zone at the exit such that

a prescribed pressure ratio (?1/?1) is met and thus a shock train forms within the domain. The case dimensions in the

standard Cartesian frame are (;G , ;H , ;I) = (16ℎ, 2ℎ, 1ℎ), where ℎ is the channel half-height. A streamwise distance of

6ℎ downstream of the inflow is required for the turbulent boundary layer to develop, while the sponge zone occupies 2ℎ

from the outlet plane. The boundary layer properties at the inlet are X99/ℎ = 0.28 and '4\ = 500. Full details of the

flow parameters at the inlet and just upstream of the shock train are given in table 1.

Pb

t

x

y

M = 2 M > 1

M < 1

Fig. 1 Outline of the general flow arrangement.

Table 1 Summary of flow parameters at the inlet and shock train leading edge.

Location X99/ℎ X∗/ℎ \/ℎ '4\ '4\ "4

Inlet (1) 0.28 0.083 0.024 500 130 2.0
Shock train leading edge (2) 0.38 0.117 0.038 740 170 1.95

The boundary conditions on the top and bottom surfaces are applied as no-slip isothermal walls, with wall temperature

)F/)1 = 1.676. Periodic conditions are applied in the I direction which mimics an infinite-span arrangement (note that

resolving sidewalls can still have a significant effect on the structure of the shock train [4, 25, 26]). The boundary layer

turbulence is generated using a synthetic turbulence generation method at the inflow plane. The particular method is a

modified version of the one developed by Kim et al. [27, 28] where pseudo turbulent structures are randomly generated

which are then carried downstream where they develop into physical turbulent structures. The development of these

structures (what we will refer to as the boundary layer development region) occurs between G = 0 and G = 6ℎ. After this

point, the key boundary layer properties (skin friction, turbulence intensity, correlation lengths) are converged [25]. The

spanwise integral length scales are of the order 0.1ℎ meaning that the domain is sufficiently wide to avoid any synthetic

windowing effects. Within the sponge zone a body-force term is applied to gently force the flow within the region to the
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target back pressure condition, ?1 . Additional information and validations of the sponge zone and turbulence generation

can be found in chapters 3 and 4 of [25].

The Reynolds number of the current simulations is deliberately low in order to reduce the computational cost of

running DNS cases. At the domain inflow the conditions are '4\ = 500 and '4g = 130 which rise to 740 and 170

just upstream of the shock train. These values are significantly lower than published LES and DNS results, which

are themselves typically much lower than comparable wind tunnel results. For example, the minimum '4\ values

reported in Morgan [4] and Fiévet [2] are respectively 1660 and 4350 (but with the viscosity multiplied by a factor of

four to make the simulation more tractable). In general, the Reynolds number is found to have a very weak effect on the

structure of the shock train - indeed the same configuration to the current work was tested with the Reynolds number up

to a factor of two higher, finding only a limited impact on the shock train length and relative positions [25].

Typical flow fields of Mach number and density gradient are shown in fig 2. Here, a pressure ratio of ?1/?1 = 3.0 is

applied and a shock train comprising 4 shocks forms within the domain. Within the shock train there is a significant

thickening of the boundary layer and a large portion of the flow cross-section becomes subsonic, although a marginally

supersonic core remains in the sponge zone. The first shock, composed of two oblique shocks and a primary normal

shock, causes a separation bubble (approximately 2ℎ long) to form, as shown by the solid white lines in the Mach

number plot. Further downstream there are additional pockets of transient separation inside the subsonic region. The

remaining shocks in the shock train are approximately normal shocks. At each shock there is a small subsonic region

after which the flow is reaccelerated.

B. Grid Refinement Study

A grid refinement study was carried out in order to understand the sensitivity of the shock train flow properties.

Here we compare two grid resolutions (Baseline and Fine), with details listed in table 2. The Fine grid has a 50% higher

resolution in each direction and (when adjusting for reduced timestep size) has a five-fold increase in computational cost

over the Baseline grid. The reported viscous grid spacings correspond to upstream boundary layer conditions and, were

it not for the presence of shock capturing, both grids would be considered as satisfying the usual conditions for direct

numerical simulation. Both grid cases are run at the stated flow conditions in the previous section. A back pressure of

?1/?1 = 3.0 is applied to each case.

Table 2 Summary of grid resolutions upstream of the shock train (G = 6ℎ).

Grid #G #H #I ΔG+ ΔH+ (min/max) ΔI+

Baseline 800 320 60 9 0.8/5 8
Fine 1200 480 90 6 0.5/3.5 5

Results of the grid study are given in fig 3 where we compare the streamwise distributions of time- and span-averaged
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Fig. 2 Instantaneous flow contours of Mach number (above) and density gradient (below) showing the typical
shock train arrangement. The edge of the sponge zone is indicated by the dashed black line. For the Mach
number plot, isolines of " = 0 (separation) are drawn in white.

static pressure. For both cases the results represent the converged state of the shock train and the sampling time for

statistics is 64ℎ/D1 (roughly three full convective cycles if we assume an average convection velocity of D̄ ∼ 0.75D1).

The shock locations can be seen clearly in fig 3a as the sharp peaks in pressure. The wall pressure has a much more

gradual rise due to the subsonic turbulent flow in the boundary layer region. It is clear from these results that the coarser

grid resolution leads to a downstream shift in the shock positions (measured at 0.50ℎ) although the overall structure of

the shock train is maintained. In fig 4 we plot the centerline pressure again but with the profiles adjusted to match the

location of the first shock (G3). Here, the two plots are extremely well-matched through the entire shock train which

strongly suggests that the Baseline grid is able to reliably predict the shock train structure, including the strength and

spacing of the shock waves.

In order to assess the sensitivity of the dynamic shock train behavior, both cases were subjected to a back pressure

step change. Initially, a back pressure of 2.75?1 is applied and the shock train settles to an equilibrium position. At

time C0 the back pressure is changed instantaneously to 2.5?1 which causes the shock train to adjust its position in the

domain before a new equilibrium is found. The Baseline grid case is sampled at a frequency of 0.08ℎ/D1 whereas the

Fine grid is sampled at a much larger interval of 4ℎ/D1. The time evolution of the leading shock location for both grid
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(a) Centerline pressure.
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(b) Wall pressure.

Fig. 3 Comparison of pressure distributions for the different grid resolutions.
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Fig. 4 Plots of centerline pressure, normalized by the leading shock position.

resolutions is given in fig 5. While the initial and final positions of the leading shock are different (Fine grid settles

further upstream, as with fig 3) the trajectory and settling time (approximately 100ℎ/D1) are consistent. Given that the
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shock spacing is well conserved during the step response (see section III) we are confident that the dynamic behavior of

the shock train is well captured by the coarser grid resolution.

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
(t− t0)u1/h

10.0

10.5

11.0

11.5

12.0

12.5

13.0

13.5

x
/h

Baseline

Fine

Fig. 5 Time evolution of the leading shock position after a back pressure step change at time C0.

The Fine grid resolution is used for the cases in section III.A, while the Baseline grid is used for the cases in section

III.B and IV where much longer run times are required.

C. Scheme Sensitivity Study

In this section we consider the sensitivity of the shock train system to the dissipation level of the TENO scheme.

Such is the nature of shock capturing schemes, there is always a trade off between stability (high dissipation) and

numerical accuracy (low dissipation). As discussed, the controlling parameter for dissipation in the TENO scheme is

the cut-off parameter (�) ) and the benchmark value for these kinds of shock/turbulence problems (i.e. the �) value

which generally produces acceptably accurate and stable simulations) is 10−6. However some of the moving shock

train cases in section IV were found to be numerically unstable, leading to a value of �) = 10−5 being chosen. It was

therefore important to test for the effect of different �) values and these results are given in figure 6a where we compare

distributions of centerline pressure and skin friction coefficient as well as density-weighted RMS profiles at G = 6.2ℎ.

Both cases use the Baseline grid resolution and a fixed back pressure of 3.0?1.

The pressure distribution (fig 6a) shows that the cut-off parameter has very little effect on either the intensity or

location of the shock waves. Although the skin friction coefficient is typically a very sensitive parameter, the results in

fig 6b indicate that the two distributions are very well matched through the upstream boundary layer and separation

region. After the reattachment point (around G = 10ℎ) there is a slight divergence suggesting that the cut-off parameter

does have some effect on the dissipation in the latter half of the shock train. The turbulence intensity profiles (measured

at the end of the development region) again show very good agreement between the two cases. One surprising result

occurs at the peak of the b
√
D′D′/Dg curves where the high dissipation case (�) = 10−5) predicts a higher peak of

turbulence intensity. This effect can be attributed to the fact that the skin friction is underestimated and hence the
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(a) Distribution of centerline pressure.
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Fig. 6 Sensitivity of TENO cut-off parameter.

1/Dg scaling of the velocity values is overestimated. When the scaling factor is removed and the raw fluctuations are

considered, the peaks are within 2%.
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Overall, the sensitivity to the cut-off parameter appears to be less than that of the grid resolution and therefore there

does not seem to be an appreciable additional penalty in increasing the dissipation for the unsteady back pressure cases.

III. Fixed Back Pressure and Step Response Cases

A. Fixed Back Pressure Effects

Due to the use of time-dependent back pressures in the following sections, it was first necessary to understand

the specific effects of a fixed back pressure. The cases in this study are outlined in table 3. The back pressures are

selected such that the pressure ratios (?1/?1) over the channel are 3.0, 2.75 and 2.5. The Baseline case discussed here is

identical to the Fine grid case previously shown in the grid refinement study. Given that shock trains are formed in

response to high back pressures it is expected that, all else being equal, a lower back pressure will result in a shorter

shock train with fewer shock waves (Klomparens et al. [9] for example, found a linear relationship between the back

pressure and the location of the shock train leading edge).

Table 3 Summary of cases for the back pressure study.

Case Grid ?1 ?1/?1

BP300 Fine 0.536 3.0

BP275 Fine 0.446 2.75

BP250 Fine 0.357 2.5

The data from each case has been averaged over a period of 64ℎ/D1 and the centerline pressure results are shown

in figure 7. As expected, the size of the back pressure is positively correlated with the length of the shock train and

therefore the number of shocks. In figure 8 we plot the effect of back pressure on shock location as well as shock train

leading edge position (G2, defined as where the wall pressure rises 5% above the natural pressure rise in the channel).

Within the range of the back pressures studied, there appears to be a linear relationship between back pressure and

shock location (indicated by the dashed lines). This is consistent with Klomparens et al. [9] as well as Carroll & Dutton

[5] who found a similar linear dependence. The G2 line intersects the domain outlet at approximately ?1/?1 = 1.9 and

the edge of the sponge zone at ?1/?1 = 2.1, suggesting that the minimum back pressure needed to cause an incipient

shock train to form in this channel lies within this range.

As with the grid study, the normalized pressure distributions (shown on fig 9) align closely, demonstrating that

that the relative positions of the shock waves as well as the flow structure between them are largely independent of the

size of the back pressure. Similar findings have been presented in the past [5, 13], although only for the wall pressure
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Fig. 7 Effect of back pressure size on centerline pressure distribution.
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Fig. 9 Normalized centerline pressure distribution at different back pressures.
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B. Step Forcing

The step forcing is conducted on a steady state shock train where the back pressure is instantaneously stepped up or

down at time C0. The four cases discussed here have differing initial back pressures and step sizes as outlined in table 4.

The results for all four cases are given in fig 10. As expected, step increases (fig 10b and 10d) cause the shock waves to

move upstream, increasing the length of the shock train, with the reverse effect for step decreases (fig 10a and 10c). In

fig 10a there is a clear lag in the shock response as the back pressure signal is transmitted upstream at approximately

0.17D1.

Table 4 List of step change cases.

Test case Grid Initial ?1/?1 Final ?1/?1 ‖Δ?/?1‖

C25-275 Baseline 2.50 2.75 0.25
C275-25 Baseline 2.75 2.50 0.25
C25-30 Baseline 2.50 3.00 0.5
C30-25 Baseline 3.00 2.50 0.5

(a) �30 − 25. (b) �25 − 30.

(c) �275 − 25. (d) �25 − 275.

Fig. 10 Step response simulation results.
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The trajectories of the leading shocks are plotted in fig 11 in order to provide a clear comparison between the

responses. In fig. 11a we plot the coordinates showing that the shock speed decreases as the shock approaches the new

equilibrium position. In fig. 11b we plot the same coordinates but normalized by the lag time, C;06, between the back

pressure change and the shock response. Additionally, we take the absolute value of the corrected coordinate, ‖G − G1‖,

in order to correct for the direction of the step change. The results of the corrected shock trajectories show that there is a

high degree of symmetry between step up/step down when the step size is the same, as seen by the collapse of the blue

and black curves.
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Fig. 11 Corrected and uncorrected leading shock trajectories in G−C space.

Within the time period (C − C;06)D1/ℎ < 40 the C25-30 case moves a distance of approximately 2.5ℎ compared

with 1.1ℎ for the C25-275 case. This is a factor of 2.3 difference whereas the pressure change differs by a factor of 2.0,

suggesting an approximately linear relation of the response rate to the imposed step amplitude. Having only two cases

to compare limits any further interpretation of the relationship that can be inferred between these two variables but it

is clear that a higher back pressure change has a corresponding effect on the initial response of the shock train. The

settling time (the time after C;06 taken to reach a new equilibrium position) for the lower step size cases are very similar

at around 80ℎ/D1 suggesting a good degree of symmetry. The settling time of the C30-25 case is also around 80ℎ/D1

but the C25-30 takes considerably longer (around 120ℎ/D1) to reach the average position for ?1 = 2.5?1 back pressure.

In fig 12 we compare the time-averaged centerline pressure distribution of C30-35 and C25-30 to that of a shock train

at fixed back pressure (3.0?1) over the first two shock waves. The data is collected between 30ℎ/D1 and 80ℎ/D1 when

the shock trains are moving and the plots have been shifted to account for the time-dependent values of G3 (the leading

shock) and G4 (the second shock). Comparing the pressure through both shocks, it is clear that when the shock train is

moving upstream (C25-30) the peak shock pressure increases (and vice-versa) relative to the static shock train case.

This is consistent with fig 10 where the shock lines darken/lighten in color as the shock moves upstream/downstream.
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Fig. 12 Normalized centerline pressure distributions for moving and static shock trains.

IV. Sinusoidal Back Pressure Effects

A. Time History Analysis

Due to the flow conditions experienced by a typical shock train within an air-breathing engine, it is important to

understand the response of shock trains to harmonic back pressure variations. For example, the operation cycle of a

combustion chamber can induce periodic loads which may reach the shock train within the isolator section. In this

section we will study the response of a shock train to three separate back pressure forcing frequencies. Here, the time

varying back pressure takes the form

?1 (C)/?1 =


3.0 C < C0

3.0 + sin
(

2c (C−C0)
)0

)
C > C0,

(10)

where )0 is the period of oscillation. The oscillations begin at time C0 when the shock train is assumed to be at a steady
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state. This results in an average back pressure of 3.0 and maxima and minima of 4.0 and 2.0. The chosen oscillation

periods and the corresponding frequencies are listed in table 5. The conversion into kHz is done using an assumed

reference freestream velocity of 680</B and a channel length, ;G , of 70<< ∗. Since the flow-through time period is

approximately 21ℎ/D1 the three cases allow for respectively 5.3, 1.3 and 0.33 oscillation periods per convective cycle.

Oscillation data is captured over a long enough time frame that the shock train responses become cyclic.

Table 5 List of back pressure forcing frequencies.

Case Grid )0 (ℎ/D1) 5 (D1/ℎ) 5 (:�I)

T-04 Baseline 4 0.25 40
T-16 Baseline 16 0.0625 10
T-64 Baseline 64 0.015625 2.5

In fig 13 contour plots of the time history of centerline pressure are shown for each applied frequency (a fixed

pressure case is included to show the level of natural unsteadiness due to upstream turbulence). The back pressure

oscillations apply uniformly across the sponge zone (G/ℎ > 14) when they then travel upstream through the shock train.

It is immediately clear that the different forcing frequencies induce very different shock train responses. The highest

frequency case (T-04) only noticeably affects the two downstream shock waves, causing them to oscillate slightly. Any

disturbances upstream of this are quickly dissipated. As seen in section III the natural settling time of the shock train is

of the order 100ℎ/D1 and therefore the forcing period (4ℎ/D1)is too low to cause any significant shock train response.

The intermediate forcing frequency in T-16 causes much larger oscillations in the shock wave positions. All but one

of the shock waves oscillate in the streamwise direction at the applied forcing frequency. The leading shock oscillates

initially at roughly half the applied frequency before converging to a new equilibrium position. The forcing pushes the

downstream shocks further upstream and, with other shock spacings preserved along the shock train, the leading shock

ends up ∼ 1.5ℎ upstream of its original position.

By decreasing the frequency further still (T-64), the shock wave oscillations become even larger. Each forcing cycle

causes the production and subsequent destruction of three separate shock waves. During the high pressure (?1/?1 > 3.0)

periods three individual shocks form and begin to travel upstream until they are met with retreating shocks from the

previous cycle. At this point there is a complex but repeatable merging process between the retreating and advancing

shocks.

The combined effect of the back pressure lag and the shock train merging process is for the oscillation pattern of the

leading shock to have a saw-tooth wave form, rather than a smooth sinusoidal shape. As with the T-16 case, the average

position becomes significantly offset from the initial state. This phenomenon appears to be indirectly caused by the lag

time between forcing and response. When the back pressure is high, the disturbances travel upstream and force the
∗These values are based on assuming a reference pressure of 10 kPa and reference temperature of 273 K.
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(a) Fixed back pressure. (b) )0 = 4ℎ/D1.

(c) )0 = 16ℎ/D1. (d) )0 = 64ℎ/D1.

Fig. 13 Shock train response to harmonic back pressure forcing at different frequencies.

shocks to also move upstream. As a result of traveling in the same direction, the shocks spend more time responding to

higher pressure (> 3.0?1) parts of the cycle than low pressure, and therefore there is an upstream bias in the system. As

seen in fig 14, all of these results are independent of the initial phase of the forcing function, albeit after two complete

oscillation cycles.

Fig. 14 T-64 shock train response with 180◦ phase difference in forcing function.
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The large oscillation amplitudes are enough to move the leading shock temporarily into the boundary layer

development region (G/ℎ < 6) so the T-64 case was run again on a longer domain (up to 24ℎ) in order to avoid this, with

the result shown in fig 15. The longer domain affects the boundary layer thickness that is encountered by the shock train

and thus we see that there is a higher number of shocks that appear. Additionally, the strength (pressure peak) of the

leading shock does not drop as much before reaching the maximum oscillation amplitude and reduces more gradually as

the shock moves downstream. Despite this, we observe a very similar upstream offset of the leading shock (around 3ℎ)

and the same interference pattern between advancing and receding shock waves.

Fig. 15 Longer domain version of the T-64 case.

A visualization of the shock interference process of the T-64 case is given in fig 16 (in particular, the interference

between the second and third shocks just after 100ℎ/D1 in figure 13d). Here we show Mach number contours aligned

with centerline pressure plots at three separate time instances. At the first time instance (fig 16a) there is a weaker

upstream shock moving towards a stronger downstream shock. The relative strengths of these shocks is consistent with

the data from the moving shocks in fig 12. In fig 16b the shocks have moved closer together and their peak pressure is

now matched. At this instant the shocks reach their minimum separation distance which is around half of the natural

spacing of the static shock train. After this occurs (fig 16c), the shocks then move apart with the upstream shock now

being the stronger of the two. The interference process may be considered either as two moving shock waves either

passing through each other or reflecting off each other. In the former interpretation, a shock wave which forms at the

outlet can pass through the entire shock train to eventually become the leading shock, before eventually retreating back

to the outlet.

The range of frequencies considered here are significantly higher than the majority of those that have been previously

published. Even when adjusting for the domain size, the applied back pressure forcing in both [13] and [12] occurs

at frequencies at least one order of magnitude below that of the current work. At such frequencies the lag effect

between the head and tail of the shock train becomes negligible and each of the shock waves can be assumed to be in an

equilibrium position with respect to the time-varying back pressure. Hence, these cases did not observe any of the
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(a) C − C0 = 101.6ℎ/D1 (b) C − C0 = 104.8ℎ/D1 (c) C − C0 = 106.4ℎ/D1

Fig. 16 Instantaneous flow contours (Mach number) and corresponding centerline pressure distributions
showing the shock interference process.

frequency-dependent behavior (shock merging, dissipation of disturbances) that are seen here. Back pressure forcing at

a similar frequency range to the current work has been considered in [15] where some of the same frequency-dependent

behavior was observed, although there was no detailed account of the shock train time-history.

B. Spectral Analysis

In this section we consider the power spectra of wall pressure fluctuations in order to gain a better understanding

of the shock train dynamic behavior. Here we are concerned with a non-dimensional frequency, namely the Strouhal

number, where the reference length is taken as the channel half-height, ℎ, given by

(Cℎ =
5 ℎ

D1
. (11)

All three frequency cases are considered here† as well as a case with a fixed back pressure (?1 = 3.0?1). The

cases were run over a time period of 360ℎ/D1 (200ℎ/D1 for the fixed back pressure case) and sampled at an interval of

0.08ℎ/D1. Data is captured over one entire wall and the spectra are computed at each G and I position using Welch’s

method [29] with a Blackman window applied to each segment in order to reduce any spectral leakage effects. The

spectra at each streamwise position is then span-averaged. In fig 17 we show contours of power spectral density (PSD)

in (Cℎ−G space for all four cases. Data for each case has been taken from one entire wall and three overlapping segments
†For the T-64 case the longer (!G = 24ℎ) domain is considered, to avoid interference with the boundary layer development region.
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are used with Welch’s method. A non-weighted PSD was preferred in this case so that all the key features can be seen

using the same color scale.

(a) Fixed back pressure. (b) )0 = 4ℎ/D1.

(c) )0 = 16ℎ/D1. (d) )0 = 64ℎ/D1.

Fig. 17 Contours of power spectral density showing the spatial and frequency distribution of fluctuation
intensity.

The shock train can be seen to be responsible for a broadband increase in pressure fluctuations. This is directly

caused by the increase in turbulent mixing which occurs within the subsonic region. One feature that can be seen in

figs 17 (a)-(c) is the region of low frequency oscillation that occurs at the leading edge of the shock train at around

G/ℎ = 6−8 and at a Strouhal number of approximately (Cℎ = 10−2. Interestingly, this is similar to the low frequency

movement that is commonly observed at the shock foot location in incident-reflected SBLI problems. For example, [16]

observed a peak in low frequency oscillations at the leading edge of the separation bubble, with the peak intensity at

(C! = 5 !B4?/D1 ∼ 0.03. Given a value of !B4? ∼ 1.9ℎ in the current work (as measured by the region of negative

� 5 ) we arrive at (C! ∼ 0.02 and hence the peak Strouhal numbers are of comparative size (it should be noted that this

region of high amplitude occurs over a range of frequencies). This is consistent with [19], which suggested that the

same leading shock motion may occur in shock train problems as with oblique and normal SBLIs.

For the sinusoidal back pressure cases shown in fig 17 (b)-(d), the applied forcing frequencies correspond to Strouhal
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numbers of 0.25, 0.0625 and 0.0156 for the T-04, T-16 and T-64 cases respectively. The effect of the back pressure

forcing is immediately obvious in each case due to the high-intensity line stretching from the outflow. It has been

observed that upstream-propagating disturbances in shock interaction problems travel via the subsonic region near the

wall [30]. It therefore seems plausible that this is the method of propagation of the disturbances through the shock

train. For the T-04 and T-16 cases, the back pressure forcing appears to have limited influence on the flow as shown

by the decay in the intensity of the fluctuations as they are carried further upstream. The disturbances have entirely

disappeared by G = 10ℎ and G = 8ℎ for the T-04 and T-16 cases respectively. Additionally, in both these cases, the low

frequency peak at the leading shock can be seen suggesting that this phenomenon remains unaffected (other than the

offset in position in T-16). It may be useful to consider the shock train as a low-pass filter, whereby high frequency

disturbances from the outflow are dissipated before reaching the leading edge of the shock train. A similar filtering

effect was observed by [2] with high frequency inlet disturbances.

The low frequency forcing in T-64 has a much larger impact on the PSD field. Not only do the disturbances dominate

the frequencies (Cℎ = 0.05 and below, but the influence extends all the way to the leading shock. The oscillation of the

leading shock becomes locked-in to the applied frequency, as observed in fig 13d with the sawtooth-like waveform in

G − C space. It is clear that the period of oscillation in this case is large enough to prevent the disturbances becoming

dissipated as they pass upstream. With respect to the natural low-frequency oscillation seen under the leading shock

foot, we see that this can be influenced by downstream disturbances in the right frequency band. The response under the

leading shock foot is enhanced by several orders of magnitude in the PSD representation, showing that downstream

unsteadiness can be a source of the low-frequency unsteadiness under a shock foot. The amplitude is sufficiently high

in the present low-frequency case that the downstream response dominates over the local response of the separating

turbulent boundary layer.

By observing the time history and frequency data we can isolate the main determinants of the shock train response to

sinusoidal forcing. These are: (1) the forcing-response time lag of the disturbances; (2) the ratio of the forcing period to

the natural settling time of the shock train (the latter being of the order 100ℎ/D1 as seen in section III, albeit with lower

forcing amplitudes); (3) the low pass filtering effect which dissipates the higher frequency disturbances; and finally, (4)

the natural geometric shock spacing of the shock train. Additionally, the amplitude of the back pressure forcing (which

is not assessed here) is another key factor in determining the shock train response [12, 15]. As discussed, a combination

of (1) and (4) are responsible for the upstream offset of the leading shock. The shock interference behavior observed in

the previous section requires large shock oscillation amplitudes and a finite forcing lag and therefore is determined by

both features (1) and (2).

Features (1) and (2) are only relevant when the Strouhal number of the forcing is sufficiently high (i.e. when the

forcing period is too short for the shock train to settle on an equilibrium). Feature (3) is also dependent on the frequency

of the forcing but may also depend on the Reynolds number of the system due to the interaction of the disturbances with
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the turbulent flow near the wall. Further investigation would be needed to determine whether geometric similarity is

sufficient to reproduce the filtering of high frequency disturbances.

V. Conclusions
In the current work we have presented the results of numerical simulations that have been performed on shock

trains in the development region of a channel with turbulent boundary layers at the inflow. A validation study was

performed on a shock train with upstream conditions " = 2, '4\ = 500 in order to understand the sensitivity of the

results to the level of grid refinement and the dissipation of the numerical scheme. It was found that the shock train

equilibrium position is sensitive to both factors but that the pressure distribution through the shock train (including

the shock strength and spacing) is not. In the first part of the study the expected linear correlation between the back

pressure and the length of the shock train was confirmed. It was also observed that the shock strength, shock spacing

and post-shock expansion are all independent of the back pressure. Tests were also made to determine how the shock

train responds to sudden increases or decreases in back pressure. The results show that the back pressure changes

induce strong responses on the shock train, causing each of the shock waves to move at an approximately constant speed

(upstream movement for positive changes and vice-versa). Additionally, upstream and downstream shock movements

were found to be associated with, respectively, increased and reduced centerline shock pressures. After an initial period

of shock movement, the shock speed gradually reduces before converging on the new equilibrium position. The main

factor affecting the initial response was found to be the size of the pressure jump, where a larger step change induces a

faster response. Additionally the step up/down response appears to be symmetrical for the same absolute step change.

The main interest of this work is on time-dependent back pressure and in particular the shock train response to

sinusoidal forcing at three separate frequencies was studied. At the highest frequency ((Cℎ = 0.25) the back pressure

disturbances are dissipated within a short distance of the outflow and the overall impact on the shock train is low. For the

medium frequency ((Cℎ = 0.0625) the oscillations of the downstream shocks are larger and the position of the leading

shock is shifted significantly upstream. The lowest forcing frequency ((Cℎ = 0.0156) causes very large oscillations for

all of the shocks and the forcing response time-lag produces a complex interference process between advancing and

receding shocks. An analysis of the wall pressure spectra reveals a region of low frequency motion under the leading

shock similar to that of canonical incident-reflected SBLI problems. At the lowest frequency it was shown how the

back-pressure forcing became coupled to the low-frequency oscillation under the leading shock foot. The spectral

analysis also provides further demonstration of the dissipation of high frequency back pressure disturbances as well as

illuminating the mechanism by which downstream disturbances can significantly enhance the low frequency response

under the foot of a shock wave.
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